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EthicalDisagreement,Ethical
Objectivismand MoralIndeterminacy
RUSS SHAFER-LANDAU

University of Kansas

I. INTRODUCTION
What should we say when two reasonable, well-informed individuals disagree on some moral matter?There seem to be two basic analyses, each tied
to a broad view of the nature of ethics. Objectivists of various stripes say
that intractablemoral disagreementdoes not underminethe claim that there
is a fact of the matter awaiting discovery.' Rather, such disagreement suggests a fault of at least one of the interlocutors:a lack of information,a deliberative error, or some irrationalemotional response that stands as a barrier to moral convergence.Disagreement,consideredby itself, is no evidence
for the claim that there is no moral fact of the matter.
On the other hand, noncognitivists argue that such disagreement is best
explained by citing the clashing attitudes that underlie persistent lack of
moral consensus.2They claim that the amountand apparentintractabilityof
moral disagreement gives us reason to believe that morality is fundamentally a matter of projecting one's sentiments upon a value-free world. If
moral facts were reports of "objective" states of affairs, then we should
expect in morality the breadthof convergence that emerges in some of the
Cf. C. Wellman, "Ethical Disagreement and Objective Truth,"American Philosophical
Quarterly 12 (1975); S. Hurley, "Objectivity and Disagreement,"in T. Honderich, ed.,
The Objectivityof Morality (London:Routledge, 1985); D. Brink, Moral Realism and the
Foundations of Ethics (Cambridge:CambridgeUniversity Press, 1989), pp. 197-209; D.
NcNaughton, Moral Vision (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1988), pp. 147-61; R. Miller,
"Ways of Moral Learning,"Philosophical Review 94 (1985). Such a view is implied by
the main argumentsin P. Foot, "MoralArguments"(1958) and "MoralBeliefs" (1959),
both reprintedin Virtuesand Vices (Oxford:Basil Blackwell, 1978).
Cf. S. Blackburn, "Errors and the Phenomenology of Value," in T. Honderich, ed.,
Morality and Objectivity(London: Routledge 1985); J. Mackie, Ethics: Inventing Right
and Wrong (New York: Penguin, 1977), pp. 36-38; R. M. Hare, Freedom and Reason
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1963); C. L. Stevenson, "The Emotive Meaning of
Ethical Terms" (1937) and "The Nature of Ethical Disagreement"(1948), both reprinted
in Facts and Values (New Haven: Yale UniversityPress, 1963); B. A. 0. Williams, Ethics
and the Limits of Philosophy (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press,
1985), pp. 133-73.
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more rigorous empirical and theoretical disciplines. But we see no such
thing. Thus persistent disagreementis taken as good evidence for the claim
that there are no genuine moral facts, just projectedsentiment.
Certainlymuch (perhapsmost) moral disagreementcan be explained as
the objectivist supposes. Insufficient knowledge and imperfect deliberative
abilities can account for many arguments left unresolved. Further,persistent disagreementusually presupposes a belief that one's opponent is in error, that there is a right answer to be discovered, one that is independentof a
speaker's beliefs or attitudes. These phenomenological features of actual
disagreementlend some presumptivesupportto an objectivist analysis. But
there is a nagging sense that there is more to be said. The issue here is not
how best to account for actual, intractabledisagreement, but hypothetical
disagreementamong idealized agents. It does seem that moral disagreements
may persist even among fully informed, perfectly rational agents.
Objectivists have had trouble accounting for that. At times, their traditional
accounts of disagreementseem more like untestablehypotheses than genuine
explanations, reducing to mere assertions that there must, somewhere, be
lurking some cognitive defect on the partof one of the interlocutors.
Qualms about traditional objectivist positions regarding disagreement
can be expressed straightforwardly:
1.

If there are objective moral facts, then there can be no intractable
moral disagreementamong ideal moraljudges.

2.

Therecan be such disagreement.

3.

Thereforethere are no objective moral facts.

I will provide three responses on behalf of the objectivist. The first two
accept the second premise and reject the first. The third denies the second
premise and embraces the first. Though there are by now many familiar dialectical moves made in defense of each of these responses, my three arguments are novel because they rely for their plausibility on certain claims
about moral indeterminacy. An assessment of the merits of my three responses thereforerequiressome familiaritywith this domain.
II. A TAXONOMY OF MORAL INDETERMINACY
I suggest that the apparentsoundness of the central noncognitivist argument
may be dispelled if we abandonan assumption long associated with objectivism, namely, that morality is entirely determinate. Writers have occasionally hinted at the possibility of moral indeterminacies, but no one, to
my knowledge, has providedany sort of detailed analysis of such phenomena
or carefully attended to their implications for moral theory. A belief that
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some situation is morally indeterminateis often expressed by saying that
there is no right answer to some of the moral questions it raises. Whether
there is such an answer depends, of course, on the questions one is asking. It
also depends on how we understandthe locution, "no right answer."I think
there are two primaryways of interpretingthis phrase, each corresponding
to a distinct sort of moral indeterminacy.
The first relies on a rejection of bivalence. This is what I shall call truth
value indeterminacy-some moraljudgments may be neither true nor false.
For instance, it may be neither true nor false that an eight month fetus is a
person, or that Creon was wrong to kill Antigone. On the other hand, we
may be confronted with comparison indeterminacy-situations where no
single option most exemplifies a relevantmoral property.If we can envision
situations of genuine moral dilemma, or cases where more than one option
seems (say) bravest, kindest or most deserving, then comparisonindeterminacies may occupy a place in one's pictureof a moralorder.
Comparisonindeterminaciesresult either from moral ties, where options
"score" equally well on some scale of moral measurement, or from the
presence of incommensurableoptions. Despite its relatively frequent mention, the notion of a moral tie is not very well understood.The complexities
surrounding moral ties derive from the nature of moral measurement.
Strictly speaking, to be tied, differentoptions must possess the same amount
of the same thing, and we have yet to see a sophisticated account of moral
quantification.
Alternatives are incommensurableif, for any particularvalue serving as
the basis of comparison,they are neithermore nor less valuable than one another, nor equally valuable. Thus incommensurabilityprecludes ties, and is a
distinct sort of comparisonindeterminacy.When tokens are unrankableone
against the other on a particulardimension of assessment, we are faced with
incommensurability.This unrankabilitycan be best explained, I think, by
noting that moral properties are not simple, but complex. Every moral
propertydepends for its instantiationon the presence and absence of several
distinct features of a given situation.For instance, whether one is brave depends on the presence of danger, one's ability to defuse the threat, one's
awareness of the danger, and one's steadfastness in the face of threatened
harm.Each of these featuresmay be possessed in differingdegrees. Achilles'
bravery may be incommensurablewith Ajax's, because there is no single
measure along which we can compare Achilles' unique concatenation of
bravery-makingfeatures with Ajax's. As a general matter, incommensurability can result from our principled inability to balance each of the distinct
subvenient features that together determine the instantiation of a moral
property.
So far as I can tell, truth value indeterminacyhas at least three distinct
sources. The first source is conceptual vagueness: many moral concepts are
ETHICALDISAGREEMENT,ETHICALOBJECTIVISMAND MORALINDETEMINACY
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"fuzzy around the edges," lack precise definitional criteria and so incompletely fix their extensions. In some cases, the puzzlement we experience
about whether some act or quality of charactertruly exemplifies a moral
propertyis due to this sort of vagueness, ratherthan some remediablecognitive limitation. Judgments ascribing the vague predicate to some action or
state of affairs may be neither true nor false, owing to the extensional imprecision of the concept itself.
The second source of truthvalue indeterminacyis what I call descriptive
indeterminacy.Descriptive indeterminacyoccurs whenever three conditions
are fulfilled. First, morally relevant aspects of a situation must be accurately describablein more than one way. Second, the moral verdict we reach
must differ, in a way that generates mutually exclusive moral assessments,
depending on which descriptionwe select. And third,there must be no principled way to select which of the differing descriptions is most relevant.
When these conditions are satisfied, we lack the means necessary for determinately fixing the truthconditions of some moral judgment. For instance,
some cases of mixed motives are instances of descriptiveindeterminacy.The
mental states motivating an agent can sometimes be accuratelydescribed in
different ways, each of which leads to incompatiblemoral assessments. Our
inability to isolate just one of these mental states as most motivationally
relevant may undermineefforts to identify a uniquely correct moral assessment. If provided with sufficient detail, we might properly conclude that a
judgment assessing the agent's intentions is neither true nor false, owing to
our inability to identify just one of the operative mental state descriptions
as most appropriatefor the case at hand.
Finally, some cases of truth value indeterminacyinvolve incommensurables. In other words, some situationsin which incommensurablesare present may be describableby judgments that are neithertrue nor false. For instance, in a now-familiar example taken from the novel Sophie's Choice,3
the title characteris confrontedby a Nazi prison guardwho forces her to select a child to go to the gas chambers.Her refusal to choose will promptthe
guardto have both of her childrenkilled. In Sophie's case, it may have been
neither true nor false that the eldest (or the youngest) was the appropriate
one.
Lest one be misled, I should stress that some aspects of cases involving
incommensurability are properly describable by judgments that are determinately true or false. For instance, it was true of Sophie that she was required to sacrifice one of her children,and false that she was morally free to
forgo choosing. Thus comparisonindeterminacydoes not entail truthvalue
indeterminacy.On the other hand, moraljudgments that are neither true nor
false need not be reports of ties or incommensurabilities,so truth value inNew York: Bantam, 1980.
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determinacydoes not entail comparisonindeterminacy.The two sorts of indeterminaciesare logically distinct phenomena,both of which can assist the
objectivist in explaining persistent moral disagreement among idealized
moral agents.
III. THE NATURE OF MORAL OBJECTIVISM
Before we can determinewhether the introductionof indeterminacycan assist the objectivist in responding to the noncognitivist, we must be clear
about which sorts of theories I count as properly objectivist. I believe there
are two major camps, one realist, the other constructivist. Constructivists
aim to construct truth conditions for moral judgments from the responses
or deliverances of some idealized agent or group of agents. For instance,
Firth's theory4claims that moral judgments are truejust in case they accurately reflect the responses of a duly specified idealized agent. There is no
such thing as moral truthpriorto or independentof the edicts of such an observer. Constructivisttheories may identify just a single agent as the relevant arbiterof moral truth,or they may designate some group of such individuals whose agreementsare the source of moral truth.5Different contractarian constructivisms can be spun out depending on how thick or thin the
veil of ignorance is, what attitudetowards risk the contractorsare assigned,
the schedule of goods the contractorsseek, the theory of practical rationality they employ in their deliberations, and the departments of morality
whose rules the contractorsare convening to establish.
Though there are several distinct types of moral realism, the common
thread uniting them is the belief that moral facts are stance-independent.
What the moral facts are, and thus which moraljudgments are true, is a matter determinedindependentlyof any stance or attitudetaken by any actual or
idealized individual towards the relevant states of affairs in the world.
Realists believe the moral facts inherent in the nature of things. Though
ideal observers may be inerrant, their moral accuracy does not come
definitionally, as the constructivist would have it; ideal observers do not
create the moral facts, but instead correctly mirrora moral order that exists
independentlyof even their deliberationsor responses.
R. Firth, "Ethical Absolutism and the Ideal Observer Theory," Philosophy and
Phenomenological Research [12] 1952.
To the (debatable)extent that Rawls embraces the idea that general moral principles are
valid because identical to those endorsed by a group of hypothetical contractors,he may
be placed in this camp. See "Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theory," Journal of
Philosophy [77] 1980. See also T. M. Scanlon, who makes the basis of moralityconsist of
those rules that a group of agents could not reasonablyreject as the basis of free and informed agreement. Cf. "Contractualismand Utilitarianism,"in A. Sen and B. Williams,
Utilitarianismand Beyond (Cambridge:CambridgeUniversity Press, 1982). Ronald Milo
is also working on a full-blown account of contractarianconstructivism. See "Moral
Constructivism,"forthcoming.
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IV. OBJECTIVISM, DISAGREEMENT AND MORAL
INDETERMINACY
If we allow that moral indeterminacycan be generated in any of the ways
describedabove, then we have a more promisingexplanationof disagreement
for the objectivist. In those situations where perfect unanimityseems a pipe
dream, the objectivist can attempt to show that an ineliminable element of
moral indeterminacy exists for the situation being debated. The fact that
there is no uniquely correctassessment awaiting discovery can appropriately
explain why in some cases even idealized agents would fail to converge on
the identity of a single best moral evaluation.
A problem quickly presents itself. If the idealized agents are fully informed about all featuresof a situation,shouldn't we expect them also to be
aware of whether the situationis an indeterminateone? If so, and if a situation is in fact indeterminate, why would idealized agents disagree-why
would they feel compelled to disagree about a matter that admits of no
uniquely correct resolution? If part of what it is to be a fully-informed
agent is to be aware of moral indeterminacywhen it occurs, then we should
expect no ethical disagreement. But, says the noncognitivist critic, we
should expect just that. And if ethical disagreementpersists, then we must
either (1) reject objectivism, and explain disagreementby citing the clashing
subjective attitudes that themselves fix the moral status of situations, or
(2) find a good reason for thinking that fully informed agents are not privy
to information about the determinacy status of particularsituations. Since
(2) is thought implausible, we are led by this argument to reject objectivism.
There is an objectivist response that employs claims about indeterminacy
to show how we can properly reject the antecedent in the previous conditional. This is the reply I find most persuasive, and I shall develop that response in section IV.C below. Before I do, however, there are two distinct
objectivist responses that accept the antecedent in the previous dilemma,
and embracethe second horn presentedin the consequent.Developing these
accounts requiresshowing how we can properlyenvision idealized observers
as lacking certain sorts of information,specifically, informationconcerning
the determinacystatus of morally laden situations.
A. Constructivismand the Nature of the Ideal Observer(s)
The first objectivist response is available only to the constructivist. This
move envisions the relevantidealized moral agents as those whose responses
fix the truth conditions for moral judgments. The constructivist admits to
the existence of persistent disagreement, but explains the admission by
denying that ideal observers or contractorswill have access to the sort of
knowledge that would underminedisagreement.Ideal observers will not be
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aware of the determinacystatus of a particularstate of affairs. They cannot
have such knowledge, because the determinacystatus of a situation is fixed
by reference to an ideal observer's reactions. For the constructivist,there is
no indeterminacyprior to responses of ideal agents, and so such observers
could not first be aware of whether a situation was determinatelyassessable
before delivering their responses.
For the constructivist,indeterminacyarises in one of two ways. On a single-agent theory, indeterminacy arises when the idealized agent remains
puzzled or suspendsjudgment about a situation. On a many-agent account,
indeterminacyarises when the contractorsfail to come to a consensus about
the situation or the status of a rule that putatively governs the case. Thus for
the constructivist, whether a given case involves indeterminaciesis something that can be fixed only after the responses of the relevant idealized
agents are in. Facts about the determinacy status of situations are constructedfrom the responses of idealized agents, and so do not representthe
sorts of considerationsthat ideal observerscan have access to when responding to the world. So long as we think it likely that a single ideal observer
might occasionally suspendjudgment, or that a group of idealized contractors may fail to achieve unanimityon some moral matter,we can accommodate indeterminacywithin a constructivist ethic.6Doing so allows us to retain the idea that ethical disagreementor puzzlement among even idealized
observers may persist compatibly with objectivism. And since the constructivist identifies situationseliciting such disagreementas indeterminacies,we
can see that objectivism, disagreementand moral indeterminacymay all fit
plausibly into a coherentview of ethics.
However, this response may not do. The noncognitivist criticism invited
us to consider the prospect of persistent ethical disagreementamong moral
judges. Yet on one view of what it is to be a moraljudge, the ideal observers
or contractorsof constructivisttheory cannot qualify as moral judges at all.
6

For either sort of theory, we can enlist the aid of the previous taxonomy to assist in providing an explanation of the puzzlement or lack of consensus that, for the constructivist,
constitutes indeterminacy. For instance, even perfectly informed agents may have
difficulties attemptingto rank different options on a single scale of value. Or they may
find different descriptionsof some phenomenon equally apt, each description generating
a response incompatiblewith the other. Room for indeterminacygrows, of course, if one
embraces a contractarian constructivism. If such a theory is to be extensionally
nonequivalentto a single-agent ideal observer theory, then there must be grounds for allowing differences in the make-up of the relevant contractors, which differences may
generate different responses to identical phenomena. If that weren't the case (i.e., if the
contractorswere all identical clones of one another), there would be no reason to abandon an ideal observer theory and expand the numberof moral arbiters.A robust contractarianism,one that genuinely distinguishes itself from a single-agent ideal observer theory, would incorporatedifferences in the characterizationof the contractorssufficient to
engender a need to engage in bargaining or more general dispute resolution. For some
trying cases it is likely that consensus cannot be reached, even with the best will, perfect
informationand perfect deliberativeabilities.
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On this view, an ideal moral judge is, among other things, apprised of all
moral facts. But the arbiters of moral truth on constructivist accounts are
not privy to moral facts at all. Such observers constructthe moral facts, and
so cannot prior to their responses be aware of which moral judgments are
true and false. Since these arbitersof moral truth cannot, by definition, be
aware of any (much less all of the) moral facts, they cannot be ideal moral
judges in the requisitesense.'
The noncognitivist may now suggest that the original problem was to
show how idealized moral judges could disagree-to show how fully informed nondefective moral reasonerscould, against a backgroundof objective moral facts, persist in their ethical disagreements. But ideal observers
are not moral reasoners,and they do not engage in ethical disagreements at
all. They are not attemptingto identify moral truth, but simply to respond
to a world that as yet contains no moral truths.In fact, they do not employ
moral concepts at all-such concepts are importedby us when attemptingto
reflect the observers' essentially non-cognitive attitudes to states of affairs
in the world.
The claim is that the constructivist account is inadequate if it consists
merely in an explanation of how ideal observers might disagree. The
noncognitivist of course accepts that in a world without moral facts, ideal
agents may persist in their disagreements. What she challenges is the idea
that a world with moral facts that await discovery may also be a world that
allows for intractabledisagreementamong ideal judges. The noncognitivist
will respondthat the subjecthas been changed.
I continue to waver about the merits of this noncognitivist charge. I
think the strongest reply available to the constructivist is to concede that
there are no stance-independentfacts, but to claim that this is compatible
both with the persistence of ethical disagreementand with objectivism. The
noncognitivist traditionallyused the argumentfrom disagreement to show
that there cannot be a set of realistic, stance-independentmoral facts. Such
facts would apparentlymake persistent ethical disagreement impossible or
inexplicable. But the constructivistagrees with all this. She denies the existence of stance-independentmoral facts. She agrees that ideal agents, confronted with a value-free world, can persist in disagreement.Where she differs is in thinkingthat all of this is compatible with the existence, for us actual moral agents, of a world of objective moral truths.If she is right, then
the noncognitivist cannot use the (putative) fact of persistent disagreement
among idealized agents deliberatingin a value-free world as sufficient evi7
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To clarify: for the constructivist, an ideal observer is one whose responses fix the truth
conditions of moraljudgments. An ideal moraljudge would be one who is fully apprised
of all of these responses. The judge would not fix truth conditions for moral judgments,
but would be aware of them all, because able to fully capture the deliverances of the
ideal observers.
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dence to undermineobjectivism.Of course constructivismmay be misguided,
but the argumentfrom disagreementdoes not show it so.
B. WhatDo the Ideal Judges Know?
I shall now suppose the previous constructivistaccount to be misguided. Let
us assume that the noncognitivist was correct in charging that the constructivist response representedan evasion-in other words, assume that the difference between a moraljudge and observeris crucialin the debate about explaining persistent moral disagreement. Even if that is correct, the objectivist may employ one of two remainingstrategies.
The first of these embraces the noncognitivist's claim that ethical disagreementwill persist even among ideal moraljudges. This line presupposes
moral reasoners deliberating against a backdrop of already-existing moral
facts, thus removing the contested element of section A. It must therefore
show how ideal moral judges aiming to recognize already-existing moral
facts will nevertheless fail to spot some of them and so persist in their disagreements with one another. To do this, the objectivist8 must show how
such judges sometimes fail to be aware of facts about the determinacystatus
of morally laden situations. At first blush, such a program seems highly
unworkable.If ideal judges are aware of all the moral facts, and if, as seems
true, facts about moral indeterminacy are moral facts, then ideal judges
should know which situations are indeterminate,and so cease disagreement
when confrontedby such a case.
The success of this second objectivist reply depends on whether we can
plausibly recharacterizethe ideal moral judge. This can be done in at least
two ways. In the first, we deny that ideal moraljudges have access to moral
facts at all. In the second, we allow them access, but only to a restricted
range of moral data.
As a preliminarymatter, we should note a difference between two sorts
of knowledge the ideal moral judge might bring to her deliberations. The
first is knowledge of all morally relevant facts-facts that do not themselves representconclusory moral assessments of the situations confronting
the judge, but instead represent all those situational features that have a
bearing on how the moral outcome is fixed. The second sort of knowledge
we might impartto our ideal judges is a knowledge not only of all morally
relevant facts, but also of all moral facts, i.e., all correctmoral verdicts.
If we provide the ideal judges with the latter sort of information, it is
difficult indeed to see how they might ever come to disagree about a moral
8

The two responses available to the objectivist at this point are equally well-suited to the
constructivistand the realist. This being so, there is no longer any need to distinguishtheir
positions for purposes of our discussion, though naturallythere are many other issues in
which the differences between these schools of thought are quite important.
ETHICAL
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matter. But we may question whether the most plausible conception of an
ideal moral judge has her fully informed about all correct moral verdicts.
Most discussions of the problem of ethical disagreement see the judges as
reasoners and deliberators,as working to a conclusion equipped with errorfree deliberative skills and full factual information.Indeed, it is hard to see
how there could have been thought a serious problem if all such judges are
allowed to know in advance all of the correct moral verdicts. If that were
the appropriate characterization, the initial plausibility of the noncognitivist claim about the persistence of disagreementwould evaporate.
Typically, the noncognitivist paints a scenario something like the following: suppose two people know all there is to know about embryology,
and also are fully informed about the life history and mental makeup of a
woman seeking to terminateher early pregnancy. Isn't it likely that different nondefective reasoners, each equipped with all of this information,may
nevertheless come to different moral conclusions about the permissibility
of an abortion?If objectivism were correct, then such deliberatorsought to
be able to infer from, or locate the wrongness in, the concatenationof facts
that representsthe morally trying situation. But, as Hume says, "anatomize
all these circumstances,and examine, by your reason alone, in what consists
the demerit or blame: You never will come to any issue or conclusion."9
Indeed, since noncognitivists deny the very existence of objective moral
facts, it would be strangeif they made it an essential element in one of their
attacks on ethical objectivism to assume both the existence of objective
moral facts, and a thorough awareness of them on the part of ideal moral
judges.
So the initial plausibility of the noncognitivist criticism, as well as the
standardstructureof its central argument,can support the characterization
of ideal moral judges as lacking knowledge of all correct moral verdicts. If
they do lack that knowledge, then they will also lack exhaustive knowledge
about which situations are morally indeterminate.After all, one knows that
a situation is morally indeterminateonly if one already knows that all of
the eligible substantivemoral verdicts are inapplicable.Since this is knowledge we are now entitled to withhold from the ideal judges, we may also
withhold knowledge of the determinacystatus of some morally laden situations. And if judges are unaware that a situation is morally indeterminate,
this may well explain why ethical disagreementpersists.
Another way of restrictingawarenessof indeterminacyfrom ideal judges
involves focusing on what we might mean by allowing such judges access to
all moral facts, not just all morally relevant facts. Even if, contraryto the
previous argument, we allowed such information, it isn't clear that disagreementis barred.There is an equivocationin the notion of a "moralfact."
David Hume, EnquiryConcerningthe Principles of Morals, Appendix I.
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Are these facts normative,metaethical,or both? Facts about the determinacy
status of moral situations are metaethical, not normative. Even if we allowed ideal judges access to normativefacts, it isn't clear that we must also
envision them with full knowledge of the correct understandingof the nature of morality. If that is so, then they may be ideal judges even though
lacking some metaethicalknowledge, specifically, knowledge regardingthe
determinacy status of some moral situations. Provided this is plausible, we
can again explain the prospectof persistentethical disagreementamong such
judges, by invoking ignorance of indeterminacyas the source of such disagreement.
Making this sort of move-allowing normative knowledge but withholding metaethicalunderstanding-might be supportedby an analogy with
fully competent language users. We can readily accept the notion that even
the best authors or orators may be unable to articulate the "meta-rules"
that comprise the syntax and semantics of their language. In the same vein,
we can envision those best able to use and interpretthe law as lacking thorough knowledge of the debates between positivists and naturallawyers. If
these analogies are apt, then we can justifiably draw a line at the sorts of
knowledge ideal moral judges have, granting them (what the previous line
of argument withheld) normative knowledge, while withholding metaethical knowledge. This would provide an explanationof the judges' failure to
appreciatewhen certainsituationsare morally indeterminate,and so assist in
explaining why ethical disagreementmay persist even among the idealized
deliberators.10
C. ExplainingEthical DisagreementAway
The third objectivist reply denies that ideal moral judges will disagree.
However, rather than simply denying what seems to noncognitivists eminently plausible-that ethical disagreement would persist-this objectivist
strategy tries to retain all that is plausible in the noncognitivist criticism
while effectively explaining persistent disagreementaway.

10

If this general line of reasoning is plausible, then we are possessed of an objectivist account that shares with traditional accounts the isolation of cognitive defect as the sole
source of lack of moral consensus. What is distinct about this proposalis that the relevant
cognitive deficiency need no longer be thought of as ignorance of some first-order
morally relevant fact, but instead as failure to appreciatea "higher-order"fact about the
determinacy status of some particular situation. Such higher-orderfacts are extremely
difficult to discern, which is just another way of saying that one is rarely, if ever, in a
position to confidently assert that one has dispassionately examined all evidence, exhaustedall partisanmoral claims and come to the conclusion that the verdict is indeterminate. Thus my claims about indeterminacycan show why it is so difficult to overcome the
relevant cognitive defects that lie at the bottom of intractablemoral disagreementin the
real world.
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This reply assumes that the arguments drawn in the previous section
were incorrect. If that is so, then objectivists must assume that there is no
good reason to bar awarenessof indeterminacyfrom the characterizationof
fully informed ideal moraljudges. They must thereforerefuse to accept the
prospect of intractable ethical disagreement. Envisioning moral disagreement would be as difficult as envisioning a disagreement regarding arithmetic outcomes among perfectly ideal calculators. Yet the hypothesized
persistence of such disagreementeven among idealized agents is thought a
deep fact about morality that any ethical theory disregardsat its peril. The
refusal to accommodatesuch disagreementapparentlyprovides the noncognitivist with just the sort of argumentativeammunitionshe needs.
There are really two challenges here. The first is to show how objectivism can in fact accommodateindeterminacies.The second is to show that
if there is such an accommodation, indeterminacy offers a solution to the
problem of ethical disagreement.
I can only make a few inadequateremarksin response to the first challenge. Since the constructivist'sroutes to indeterminacywere discussed earlier, I shall now focus on the trickierproblem of realism's relation with indeterminacy.My view is that realism can accommodateboth truthvalue and
comparison indeterminacies.One way to show this is to show that there is
no special problem for moral realism-that indeterminaciescan crop up in
nonmoral investigations as well. And this seems plausible. Prudentialcalculations do seem occasionally to succumbto ties and incommensurabilities.
Nonmoral concepts are often vague, rendering statements incorporating
them neithertrue nor false. And even those in the hardsciences acknowledge
pockets of indeterminacyin the most pared-downdescriptionsof the physical world.
The relevanceof these cursoryremarksis supportedby a quite generalobservationabout the focus of any realistic theory. Realism is a theory primarily about the source of truthconditions for moraljudgments. It is crucial to
recognize that the account given of the source of truth conditions, and the
precision with which these conditions are framed, are logically independent
matters. Realism occupies a distinct theoretical space because it claims not
only that there are moral facts, but that they obtain independently of the
outlooks of any naturalor supernaturalagents. There is nothing in this characterizationof realism that provides even presumptivesupportfor the claim
that the stance-independentworld must be precisely, perfectly, and entirely
determinatelyordered."I

I realize that this defense of the compatibility of realism and indeterminacyis seriously
incomplete. Space prevents me here from providing more than an outline of the required
argument. I have written more extensively on this question in a paper entitled
"Vagueness, Indeterminacyand Moral Realism."
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Still, even if we allow for indeterminaciesin a realistic moral order, how
can they assist the objectivist in respondingto the noncognitivist?Since this
response allows idealized agents access to facts about the determinacystatus
of a situation, objectivists cannot entertainthe possibility of persistent ethical disagreement.Their burdenis to show how we might justifiably expect
to find unanimity among fully informed, nondefective reasoners.
Indeterminacy,I think, allows them to do just that.
The objectivist can suggest that the nub of the traditionalcriticism has to
do, not with the persistence of disagreement, but ratherwith the absence of
convergence on the identity of a single option as uniquely best for a given
context. The ideal reasoners will attain moral unanimity: for determinate
situations, they will all agree on what constitutes a uniquely best evaluation; for indeterminate situations, they will all agree that the situation is
indeterminate,and that there is no most appropriateassessment to be given.
The plausibility of the noncognitivist charge does not stem from the
prospect of intractable disagreement among idealized agents, but instead
from the possibility that such agents might fail to converge on the identity
of a uniquely correctmoral descriptionof a case. And this latterclaim is not
inimical to objectivism. It may be true that objectivists must deny the
prospect of persistent ethical disagreement. But this no longer seems so
question-begging once we introducethe possibility of moral indeterminacy.
The fully informeddeliberatorscan fail to come to a consensus on which option is uniquely best, because, owing to indeterminacy,there may be no such
option. Thus the plausible component of the noncognitivist charge can be
wholly accommodatedby any objectivist who appreciatesthe place of indeterminacyin ethics.
V. CONCLUSION
One way the noncognitivist could respond to these argumentsis to say that
there will be some determinate cases where fully informed deliberators
will persist in their disagreement.This would be a mistake, however, since
noncognitivists do not believe there are any determinatecases. On my account, a case is determinateonly if it (1) is describableby a propositionthat
is either true or false, or (2) involves a comparison that must yield a single
best option no matter one's fundamental attitudes. Noncognitivists reject
both (1) and (2). Instead, they must say that even if the world were ordered
as objectivists claim it is, disagreement would persist among ideal agents.
Cognitive errorand ignorance of indeterminacycannot fully explain persistent ethical disagreement;full nonmoral knowledge plus awareness of indeterminacycannot eliminate such disagreement.
Both the noncognitivist's and the objectivist's strategies are essentially a
priori. That is, they do not attempt a full and rich characterizationof all
morally trying situations and then ask their audience whether, under those
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carefully detailed circumstances, they should expect disagreement. This a
priori approachis justified in part because our dispute centers on fully informed, nondefective reasoners, and no objectivist or noncognitivist can
fully approximate(in an article or elsewhere) what such a view would be
like. Absent such very fully developed scenarios, we are usually left with a
test of intuitions-the noncognitivist thinking it likely that disagreement
will persist, the objectivist thinking that indeterminacy will explain it
away. I do not know that there is much to say at this juncture.Any complete
argumentabout the proper account of ethical disagreementmust be embedded in a largerdefense of a metaethicaloutlook; the viability of designating
certain sources as explanations of disagreement will ultimately depend on
the attractionsof one's overall picture of the foundations of ethics. I have
not been so presumptuousas to attempta defense of objectivism here. Nor
have I provided enough argument to show that an objectivist moral order
must indeed include indeterminacies.I hope only to have introduceda new
way of looking at an old problem, and to have sketched the outlines of what
may be a promising way of aiding the objectivist in an area where his replies
in the past have been somewhatless thanentirelyconvincing.
In any event, I think my proposals sufficiently robust as to defuse whatever presumptive weight the noncognitivist explanation of ethical disagreementmight have had. If my argumentshave force, then the solution to
the problem of moral disagreementcannot be thoughtto tip the scales in favor of noncognitivism and against objectivism. Objectivism may be false,
and noncognitivism true, but our reasons for thinking so should not importantly rest on an analysis of moral disagreement.'2
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